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a b s t r a c t

Notwithstanding many years of progress, visual tracking is still a difficult but important problem. Since
most top-performing tracking methods have their strengths and weaknesses and are suited for handling
only a certain type of variation, one of the next challenges is to integrate all these methods and address
the problem of long-term persistent tracking in ever-changing environments. Towards this goal, we
consider visual tracking in a novel weakly supervised learning scenario where (possibly noisy) labels but
no ground truth are provided by multiple imperfect oracles (i.e., different trackers). These trackers
naturally have intrinsic diversity due to their different design strategies, and we propose a probabilistic
method to simultaneously infer the most likely object position by considering the outputs of all trackers,
and estimate the accuracy of each tracker. An online evaluation strategy of trackers and a heuristic
training data selection scheme are adopted to make the inference more effective and efficient.
Consequently, the proposed method can avoid the pitfalls of purely single tracking methods and get
reliably labeled samples to incrementally update each tracker (if it is an appearance-adaptive tracker) to
capture the appearance changes. Extensive experiments on challenging video sequences demonstrate the
robustness and effectiveness of the proposed method.

Crown Copyright & 2013 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Visual tracking has attracted significant attention due to its wide
variety of applications, including intelligent video surveillance,
human machine interfaces, robotics, and so on. Much progress has
been made in the last two decades; an overview is given in the next
section. However, designing robust visual tracking methods is still a
challenging problem. Challenges in visual tracking problems include
non-rigid shapes, appearance variations, occlusions, illumination
changes, cluttered scenes, low frame rate, etc.

Years of research in visual tracking have demonstrated that
significant improvements may be achieved by using more sophis-
ticated feature selection or target representation, more elaborate
synergies between tracking and classification, segmentation or
detection, and taking into account prior information of the scenes
and the tracked objects. Since each kind of tracking method has its

strengths and weaknesses and is applicable for handling one or a
few types of challenges, it is difficult, if not impossible, for a single
tracking method to work under a variety of tracking scenarios.
Many methods often use sequentially cascaded or parallel majority
voting frameworks to fuse the outputs of a number of tracking
methods. One of the main challenges affecting these two kinds of
fusing schemes is how to measure the performance of a tracker
when there is no ground truth available.

In this paper, the proposed tracking method is conceptually
different and is based on a new strategy; in contrast to using
sequentially cascaded or parallel majority voting schemes, we
consider visual tracking in a novel weakly supervised learning
scenario where labels are provided by multiple imperfect oracles
(i.e., different trackers), and no ground truth is given. A probabil-
istic method is proposed to explore the alternatives of fusing
multiple imperfect oracles for visual tracking, and simultaneously
infer the most likely object position and the accuracy of each
imperfect oracle.

The inspiration for this work comes from a recently developed
machine learning area in weak supervision, where the task is
to jointly learn from multiple labeling sources [1–6]. This task
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underlies several subfields such as data fusion, active learning,
transfer learning, multitask learning, multiview learning, learning
under covariate shift and distributed inference, which are receiv-
ing increasing interest in the machine learning community. The
problem of learning from multiple labeling sources is different
from the unsupervised, supervised, semi-supervised or transduc-
tive learning problems, in that each training instance is given a set
of candidate class labels provided by different labelers with
varying accuracy, and the ground truth label of each instance is
unknown. In practice, a variety of real-world problems can be
formalized as multi-labeler problems. For example, there have
been an increasing number of experiments using Amazon's
Mechanical Turk [7] for annotation. In situations like these, the
performance of different annotators can vary widely. Without the
ground truth, how to learn classifiers, evaluate the annotators,
infer the ground truth label of each data point, and estimate the
labeling difficulty of each data point are the main issues addressed
by the task of learning from multiple labeling sources. Other
examples of a multi-labeler scenario include reCAPTCHA [1],
computer-aided diagnosis [4] and search-engine optimizers [5].

To the best of our knowledge, none of the earlier studies have
viewed visual tracking as the problem of learning from multiple
labeling sources. A new weakly supervised learning based infor-
mation fusion method is proposed for integrating trackers and
leads to encouraging results when it is applied to the task of visual
tracking. While most existing fusion-based tracking methods
utilize multiple features, the proposed method integrates the
results of existing tracking methods which naturally have intrinsic
diversity due to their different design strategies. The proposed
method has the following advantages:

(1) The proposed method presents a natural way of fusing multi-
ple imperfect oracles to get a final reliable and accurate
tracking result. The imperfect oracles can be some imperfect
tracking methods in the literature. This avoids the pitfalls of
depending on a single tracking method.

(2) The proposed method gives an estimate of the ground truth
labeling of training data during tracking in a robust probabil-
istic inference manner and thus can alleviate the tracker drift
problem.

(3) The proposed method can evaluate online the accuracy and
trustworthiness of the different tracking methods in the
absence of ground truth [8,9]. This allows the best individual
method to be used at each time instance.

It is vital to recognize that we are not proposing a single new
tracking method, but a new weakly supervised framework to
integrate the results of multiple trackers. Therefore, previously
established and newly developed trackers can also be potentially
exploited by our framework.

Our work is based on the initial version [10]. However, there
are a lot of important differences between this work and our
previous work, which can be summarized as follows. First, the
present paper is rewritten to make it more clear and include a
more comprehensive review of related works. Second, additional
experimental comparisons with more other state-of-the-art meth-
ods on more challenging video sequences are performed to better
illustrate the superiority of the proposed method. Third, more
discussions about the robustness of the proposed method and
perturbations of the solution under simulated dummy trackers
have been discussed in the paper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. An overview of
the related work is given in Section 2. Section 3 introduces our
weakly supervised learning formulation for visual tracking, and
presents the probabilistic method that jointly estimates the most
likely object position and each tracker' accuracy. The detailed

tracking method is then described in Section 4. Experimental
results are given in Section 5. Finally, it concludes this work in
Section 6 and gives suggestions for future research in Section 7.

2. Related work

This section gives a brief review of related tracking methods
using online learning and multi-cue fusion techniques.

Although numerous methods have been proposed, robust visual
tracking remains a significant challenge. Difficulties in visual tracking
include non-rigid shapes, appearance variations, occlusions, illumi-
nation changes, cluttered scenes, low frame rate, etc. To solve these
challenges, most top-performing methods rely on online learning-
based methods [11–15] to adaptively update target appearance. In
these methods, visual tracking is formulated as an online binary
classification problem and the target model is updated using the
images tracked from previous frames. Compared with the methods
using fixed target models, such as [16–18], these adaptive methods
are more robust to appearance changes. However, the main draw-
back of these appearance-adaptive methods is their sensitivity to
drift, i.e., they may gradually adapt to non-targets.

One popular technique to avoid tracker drift is to make sure the
current tracker does not stray too far from the initial appearance
model. Matthews et al. [19] are among the first to utilize that
technique and provide a partial solution for template trackers. In
[20], discriminative attentional regions are chosen on-the-fly as
those that best discriminate the current object area from the
background region. In that work, tracker drift is unlikely, since no
on-line updates of the attentional regions. Furthermore, Fan et al.
[63] propose a robust tracking method based on discriminative
spatial attention. Grabner et al. formulate tracking as an online
semi-supervised learning problem [21]. Combining with a prior
classifier, this method takes all incoming samples as unlabeled and
uses them to update the tracker. Despite their success, these
methods are limited by the fact that they cannot accommodate
very large changes in appearance.

To balance semi-supervised and fully adaptive tracking, Stalder
et al. [22] present a method using object specific and adaptive
priors. In [23], Babenko et al. propose to use a multiple instance
learning based appearance model for object tracking. Instead of
using a single positive image patch to update a traditional
discriminative classifier, they use one positive bag consisting of
several image patches to update a multiple instance learning
classifier. This method is robust but can lose accuracy if the
patches do not precisely capture the object appearance informa-
tion. In [24–26], co-training is applied to online multiple-tracker
learning with different features. The trackers collaboratively clas-
sify the new unlabeled samples and use these newly labeled
samples with high confidence to update each other. However,
independence among different features is required in co-tracking
and this condition is too strong to be met in practice.

To incrementally learn from multiple noised data, Lou and
Hamprecht [27] propose a structured learning method for cell
tracking which formulates tracking by assignment as a constrained
binary energy minimization problem. However, the method
requires exhaustive assignment annotations of pairs of frames.
To address this limitation, they further propose a structured
learning method [28] using partial annotations, which has
achieved a performance comparable to that obtained from exhaus-
tive annotation. Wang et al. [29] propose an active learning
method for solving the incomplete data problem in facial age
classification by the furthest nearest-neighbor criterion. In [30], a
novel active learning framework is also proposed for video
annotation and interactive tracking, in which active learning is
used to intelligently query a worker to label only certain objects at
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only certain frames that are likely to improve performance. Yao
[31] et al. propose a time-weighted appearance model for object
tracking. The model is obtained through weighted online structure
learning that avoids drift and emphasizes most recent observa-
tions. To capture the important dependency among associations,
Yang et al. [32] propose a learning-based Conditional Random
Field (CRF) model for tracking multiple targets, in which the CRF
model is adopted to consider both tracklet affinities and depen-
dencies among them. However, the method is an offline method
that combines multiple cues on pre-labeled ground truth data.

Since shape is a powerful tool in image representation [33–35],
segmentation-based methods have also been proposed for alle-
viating the drift problem. Ren and Malik [36] propose a paradigm
of tracking by repeatedly segmenting figures from the background,
which alleviates the drift problem through accurate spatial sup-
port obtained in segmentation. Global shape information is an
effective top-down complement to bottom-up figure-ground seg-
mentation as well as a useful constraint to avoid drift during
adaptive tracking. Yin and Collins [37] propose a novel method to
embed global shape information into local graph links in a
Conditional Random Field (CRF) framework. Fan et al. [38] propose
a matting-based tracking method, which relies on trackable points
on both sides of the object boundary. Wang et al. [39] propose a
superpixel tracking method by using mid-level cues that capture
spatial information to some extent. However, in general, segmen-
tation based methods only benefit from the situation when the
foreground is in high contrast to the background, which is not
always the case in natural scenes.

Hare et al. [40] and He et al. [41] use a tracker based on online
learning for key-point matching. They perform tracker update only
when the motion consensus of local descriptors is verified. These
two methods can alleviate the drift problem to some extent but
they only work well for the tracking of texture-rich objects.

A number of attempts have been made to utilize multiple
observation models to improve the performance of a tracker. The
literature on the tracking methods using multiple cues essentially
demonstrates the concept of different cues complementing each
other and thus overcoming the failure cases of individual cues.
Multiple cue integration can be done by assuming that different
cues are independent of or dependent on each other. Considering
cue independence, Birchfield [42] combines the intensity gradients
around an object boundary and the color histogram of the object
region interior with equal weights, in a head tracker. Although
robust to some extent, the method seems to lack solid theory.
Considering cue dependence, Wu and Huang [43] formulate the
integration of multiple cues by a factorized graphical model (i.e., a
variant of particle filter) and use a variational analysis method to
approximate the probabilistic inference. Instead of integrating
multiple cues in a single graphical model, Moreno-Noguer et al.
[44] represent each cue by a different Bayesian filter and assume
sequentially conditional dependent among them, thus, cue depen-
dence is considered in the re-sampling stage in the particle
filtering. Despite their success, these two methods are limited by
the fact that they cannot accommodate very large changes in
appearance due to using fixed appearance models. Yang et al. [45]
propose an adaptive way to integrate multi-cues in tracking
multiple humans driven by human detectors. Nonetheless, it is
extremely hard to design a perfect human detector with both high
detection rate and precision rate. Recently, Stenger et al. [46]
investigate different combinations of tracking methods. Given a
particular tracking scenario, they try to learn which methods are
useful and how they can be combined to yield good results by
evaluating all pairs/triplets (using 2 different schemes). However,
one limitation of that method is the requirement of an extra offline
training step. Santner et al. [47] propose a method which com-
bines three trackers (i.e., an online random forest-based tracker,

a correlation-based template tracker and an optical-flow-based
mean shift tracker) in a cascade-style. However, how to set the
overlapping and confidence thresholds that trigger the cascading
process is crucial. In [48], a visual tracker sampler is proposed, in
which multiple appearance models, motion models, state repre-
sentation types, and observation types are sampled via Markov
Chain Monte Carlo to generate the sampled trackers. Wang et al.
[49] and Erdem et al. [50] present a method which dynamically
integrates multiple cues in a particle filter respectively.

Lu and Hager [51] propose a model adaptation method driven
by feature matching and feature distinctiveness that is robust to
drift. Oron et al. [52] develop another method to deal with the
drift problem by automatically estimating the amount of local (dis)
order in an object. In [53], a discriminative metric is learned for
robust visual tracking. In addition, with the popularity of low-rank
subspaces and sparse representations in image processing and
machine learning, a variety of low-rank and sparse representations
based tracking methods have been recently proposed [54–56] for
robust object tracking. For a full review of the tracking literature,
please refer to [57].

3. An weakly supervised view of visual tracking

3.1. The problem

For online learning based visual tracking, a tracker observes
samples (typically image patches) in each frame and predicts their
labels to be either foreground or background. At the end of each
frame, the adaptive tracker uses the newly obtained sample-label
pairs to improve its prediction rule for the following frames.
However, due to the challenges in natural scenes and shape
changes, the tracker may gradually adapt to non-targets, i.e., the
model drift problem. The main reason behind model drift is that
the tracker is updated using a self-learning policy in the absence
of ground truth. Many demonstrations have shown that aggregat-
ing the judgments of a number of components (e.g., detectors,
trackers and recognizers) enhances the tracking performance to
some degree. This phenomenon is known as the “wisdom of
crowds”. Thus, the performance of one tracker may be assessed
by using a majority voting scheme based on a number of other
trackers, which is often utilized in tracking applications. However,
it is not clear how one can measure the performance of the other
trackers when there is no ground truth available. This is chicken-
and-egg problem. So the question is, in the absence of ground
truth, how to effectively address the above-mentioned problem in
order to adapt to the appearance changes of a target while at the
same time avoiding the model drift problem.

3.2. Optimal integration of labels from labelers of unknown expertise

Recently, weakly supervised learning from multiple labeling
sources has received the interest of many researchers. Before
introducing our work, we briefly review the work of [6] as it
forms the basis of the proposed method.

Following the notations of Whitehill et al. [6], a typical weakly
supervised learning scenario from m labelers consists of a training
set S¼ fðxj; ljÞgnj ¼ 1 containing n samples, where xjAX is a sample
(typically a d-dimensional feature vector) and lj ¼ flij0 jj

0 ¼ jg is the
set of all given labels for a sample xjlijAf0;1g is the label assigned
to the sample xj by the ith labeler. It should be noted that not all
labelers are required to label all the samples. In this case, the index
variable i in lij0 refers only to those labelers who labeled sample xj.
Several factors determine the observed labels L¼ flijg: (1) the
labeling difficulty of each sample; (2) the actual true label; and
(3) the expertise/accuracy of each labeler. According to the training
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set S¼ fðxj; ljÞgnj ¼ 1, the task is to jointly learn the labeling difficulty
of each sample, the expertise/accuracy of each labeler, and the true
label of each sample.

Denote 1=βjA ð0; þ1Þ as the labeling difficulty of the sample xj,
zjAf0;1g as the true label of the sample xj and αiAð�1; þ1Þ as
the expertise of the ith labeler. The probability of the correct label
lij assigned to the sample xj by the ith labeler is generated as
follows:

pðlij ¼ zjjαi; βjÞ ¼
1

1þe�αiβj
ð1Þ

Based on the model, we obtain a high probability of labeling
correctly when the labelers' accuracies are high and the sample
labeling difficulties are low.

Fig. 1 shows the structure of the model, in which a Gaussian
prior is used for αi and βj

0 ð ¼ InβjÞ respectively. It is worth
emphasizing that the parameter βj is re-parameterized βj ¼ eβj

0

since we need a prior that does not generate a negative value. In
addition, when the true label zj of a particular sample is known,
we can use it to better estimate the other model parameters.

An Expectation–Maximization algorithm (EM) is used to obtain
maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters of interest:
Z ¼ fzjAf0;1gg, α¼ fαig and β¼ fβjg. The EM algorithm is an
efficient iterative procedure to compute the maximum-likelihood
solution in the presence of hidden data. The authors of [6] use
variables Z, α and β as the hidden data. Each iteration of the EM
algorithm consists of an Expectation (E) step and a Maximization
(M) step.

E step: Assuming that we have a current estimate of the values
of α, β from the last M step and the observed labels, we can
compute the posterior probabilities of all zjAf0;1g:
pðzjjL; α; βÞ ¼ pðzjjlj; α; βjÞppðzjjα; βjÞpðljjzj; α; βjÞ

ppðzjÞ∏ipðlijjzj; αi; βjÞ ð2Þ

where pðzjjα; βjÞ ¼ pðzjÞ because true sample labels, sample diffi-
culties and labelers' accuracies are assumed to be generated
independently in the graphical model.

M step: To estimate the values of the parameters ðα; βÞ, we
maximize an auxiliary function Q ,

ðαn; βnÞ ¼ argmaxðα;βÞQ ðα; βÞ ð3Þ

where the function Q is defined as the expectation of the joint log-
likelihood of the observed and hidden variables ðL; ZÞ given the
parameters ðα; βÞ, w.r.t. the posterior probabilities of the Z esti-
mated in the last E step:

Q ðα; βÞ ¼ E½InpðL; Zjα; βÞ� ¼ E½In∏jðpðzjÞ∏ipðlijjzj; αi; βjÞÞ�

(since lij are cond. indep. given Z, α, β)

¼∑jE½InpðzjÞ�þ∑ijE½Inpðlijjzj; αi; βjÞ� ð4Þ

where the expectation is taken over Z given the previous para-
meter values αold, βold as estimated at the last E-step. Using
gradient ascent, we can estimate the values of αn and βn that
locally maximize Q .

The convergence rate of the E-step is linear in the number of
samples and the total number of labels. For the M-step, the
computational time for computing the values of Q and its gradient
increases linearly with the number of samples, number of labelers,
and total number of sample labels. For simplicity, we denote the

Fig. 1. Graphical model of sample difficulties, true sample labels, observed labels,
and labelers' accuracies. Only the shaded variables are observed.

Fig. 2. Weakly supervised learning setting for visual tracking.

Fig. 3. Overview of the proposed tracking method. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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above inference method as Generative model of Labels, Abilities,
and Difficulties (GLAD), a name termed in [6].

3.3. Visual tracking via learning from an oracle set

A unified weakly supervised learning framework for visual
tracking, in which multiple imperfect oracles cooperate on track-
ing objects, can be formulated as the following problem:

Consider that m imperfect oracles observe an input sequence
s1; s2; :::; sT , where st ¼ fx1t ; x2t ; :::; xNt

t g is a sample set obtained in
frame t and xjt is the jth sample in st . Denote Ljt ¼ flij

0

t jj0 ¼ jg as a set
of candidate class labels for the sample xjt , where lij

0

t Af0;1g is the
label provided by the ith oracle. Our weakly supervised learning-
based tracker setting is depicted in Fig. 2.

4. Robust visual tracking

In this section, we develop the proposed tracking method based
on the weakly supervised learning setting described above. The basic
idea is to embed a heterogeneous set of trackers into the proposed
weakly supervised learning setting to form a robust tracker. The
proposed tracking method is schematically shown in Fig. 3.

Specifically, the proposed tracking method works as follows:
for the current video frame, we first estimate a set of candidate
solutions that are obtained by a heterogeneous set of tracking
methods. Then, the training data are adaptively selected according
to a heuristic strategy and used for GLAD. After the training data
generation, the GLAD model is used to simultaneously infer the
most likely object position and the accuracy of each tracker.
A testing sample with the maximum probability of belonging to
the positive sample set is chosen to be the new object position,
and is also retained as a positive training sample for the tracker
update in the following step. An online evaluation strategy is
developed to incrementally update the accuracy of each tracker.
Meanwhile, the target appearance model of a candidate tracker is
updated if it is an appearance-adaptive tracker. The tracking
procedure continues in this iterative fashion until the end of the
video. Below we give a detailed description of each component in
this framework, and then the proposed method is summarized.

4.1. A heterogeneous set of oracles

The key part of the proposed method proceeds by first obtain-
ing a set of different tracking results that serve as proposal
solutions, and then optimally fusing them using the GLAD model.
The success of the method thus depends on the availability of good
proposal solutions.

It is important to note that the proposal solutions need not to
be good in the whole tracking process in order to be “useful”.
Instead, each solution may contribute to a particular phase in the
whole tracking process, if it contains reasonable tracking results
for that phase. This suggests the use of different tracking methods
with different strengths and weaknesses for computing the
proposals. In our experiments, we use the following six tracking
methods as the selected proposal solutions:

(1) Fragments-based Tracker (FT) [18]. The tracker uses static
appearance models to obtain solutions. Due to using integral
gray histograms and part based appearance model, such
solutions are very efficient and robust to occlusions. However,
the method tends to have difficulties in tracking objects that
exhibit significant appearance changes.

(2) Online Boosting Tracker (OBT) [14]. The tracker uses online
boosting to obtain solutions. Due to the properties of the
method, such solutions are able to adapt to appearance

changes of the object, but unfortunately suffer from the model
drifting problem.

(3) Semi-Supervised Online Boosting Tracker (SSOBT) [21]. The
tracker uses semi-supervised online boosting method to
obtain solutions. Such solutions can alleviate the model drift-
ing problem since the tracker cannot get too far away from the
prior. However the prior might be too strong (i.e., limited
appearance changes and partial occlusions) and generic (i.e.,
no discrimination between different objects from one class).

(4) Beyond Semi-Supervised Tracker (BSST) [22]. The tracker
balances between semi-supervised and fully adaptive tracking
to obtain solutions.

(5) Online Multiple Instance Learning-based Tracker (OMILT)
[23]. The tracker uses online multiple instance learning (MIL),
in which one positive bag consisting of several image patches
is used to update a MIL classifier, to obtain solutions.

(6) SURF Tracker (ST) [41]. The tracker uses the SURF descriptors to
obtain solutions. Such solutions often contain good results for
textured objects but are virtually useless for textureless objects.

The reasons that we choose these proposal solutions are:

(1) These solutions consist of a variety of complementary cues,
such as gray histogram-based patch matching [18], motion
consensus of local descriptors [41] and online classification
using Haar features [14,21–23].

(2) The features used in the six tracking methods can be extracted
in an efficient manner by using the integral image technique.

(3) The source codes of these methods are publicly available. This
makes parameter tuning to achieve the results reported in
original literature and the comparison with these methods fair.

(4) Candidate solutions of each tracking method can be obtained
independently, which allows for a high-speed parallel imple-
mentation if needed.

It is important to note that other (potentially more efficient and
robust) methods may also be considered. The proposed method
provides a principled way of fusing proposal solutions from
various tracking methods in the literature.

4.2. Heuristic selection of training data for optimal fusion

It can be seen from Section 3 (B) that the computational
complexity of the E-Step is linear to the number of patches and
the total number of labels. For the M-Step, the values of Q and ∇Q
must be computed repeatedly until convergence. Thus, the com-
putations to compute each function are linear to the number of
patches, the number of labelers, and the number of image labels.
To make the proposed tracking method more efficient in practice,
we develop in this section a heuristic way to select training data
for the GLAD model.

Consider that m imperfect oracles receive an image patch set
st ¼ fx1t ; x2t ; :::; xNt

t g within the current search window in the tth
frame, where xjt is the jth image patch of interest. Denote
Pt ¼ fp1t ;p2t ; :::; pmt g as a set of proposal solutions' bounding boxes
obtained via m imperfect trackers T ¼ fT1; T2; :::; Tmg in the tth
frame, DðU ; U Þ as the distance between the centers of two image
patches, and lijt Af0;1g as the label of the image patch xjt obtained
by the tracker Ti. For each tracker Ti, denote Topit as the set of
image patches having the 10 highest confidences (estimated by
the tracker Ti) belonging to the positive samples in the tth frame.
The training data is selected as shown in Fig. 4:

In addition, we initialize the parameter βjt of the labeling
difficulty of the image patch xjt by using the majority voting
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strategy:

βjt ¼ exp k1 �
���� 2

m
∑m

i ¼ 1l
ij
t

� �
�1

����
� �

ð5Þ

where k1 is a normalized factor and typically set as 1.6 in our case.
In other words, we have computed βjt according to the degree of
agreement among all trackers. If most trackers label the image
patch xjt as 0, then it has a high βjt (easier to assign label). Similarly,
Eq. (5) will set βjt high if most trackers label the image patch xjt as 1.

4.3. Online evaluation of trackers

Automatic evaluation of visual tracking methods in the absence
of ground truth is a challenging and important problem. As the
accuracy αi of each tracker can be inferred in each frame and the Q
function in Eq. (4) can be modified straightforwardly to handle a
prior over each αi by adding a log-prior term for each of these
variables, we can determine online the most accurate trackers. We
are interested in the trackers which have the most supporting
evidence over time. After the tracking of each frame, we first check
m proposal solutions of the imperfect trackers against the fusion
results. A tracker is deemed to fail if the center location error
(pixels) between its proposal bounding box and the final bounding
box obtained by fusion is greater than a distance threshold

(typically set as 5). This threshold has relatively small influence
on the performance of the tracker. Then, the prior accuracies of the
m trackers at time t are adjusted as follows:

αti ¼ ð1�wt
i Þαt�1

i þwt
iM

t
i ð6Þ

where wt
i is the learning rate and Mt

i is 1 for the tracker which it
succeeds and 0 for the remaining trackers.

In addition, in order to avoid wrong updating and improve
robustness, we adaptively adjust the learning rate wt

i of the ith
tracker as follows:

wt
i ¼

k2
1þe� αi ; if Mt

i ¼ 1
k2

1þeαi ; if Mt
i ¼ 0

8<
: ð7Þ

where k2 (typically its value is set to 0.1) is a normalized factor and αi
is the accuracy of the ith tracker, which is one of the output of the
GLAD model. In the case that the ith tracker succeeds (i.e., Mt

i ¼ 1),
if the accuracy of the ith tracker αi is large, the learning rate wt

i is set
to be large to quickly adapt. Otherwise, wt

i is set to small.

4.4. Summary of the proposed method

A summary of our weakly supervised learning based tracking
method is described in Fig. 5. From Fig. 5, we can see that the
important dependency among oracles is modeled by the proposed
method via the GLAD model. For example, the proposed method
can be understood as the following: if one tracker (denoted as A)
disagrees with the other trackers while the other trackers are
confident and agree with each other, the expertise/accuracy of the
tracker A will be reduced and the prediction of the tracker A will
be influenced towards the agreed location (depending on the
overall probability map). Meanwhile, the expertise of the other
trackers is increased. Otherwise, the tracker A gives its prediction
and updates its appearance model as if there were no other
trackers. Therefore, the trackers can keep relative independence
and also maintain mutually beneficial interactions with each other.
This makes the proposed method robust to inaccurate trackers.

5. Experiments

In this section, we first introduce the setting of our experi-
ments. Then, we apply the proposed tracking method to a number
of challenging video sequences, and systematically compare it
with several state-of-the-art trackers. Furthermore, some specific

Algorithm 1 Weakly Supervised Learning from Multiple Imperfect Oracles for Visual Tracking

Initialization: 

1. Acquire one manually labels the first frame.

2. Construct the target appearance model for each candidate tracker.

3. Initialize the accuracy of each candidate tracker .

for t = 2 to the end of the video

1. Generate a set of proposal solutions via a heterogeneous set of trackers.

2. Select training data for optimal fusion according to a heuristic strategy.

3. Run the GLAD model.

4. Localize the new target position as the sample with the maximum probability belonging to the positive sample class.

5. Update the accuracy of each candidate tracker.

6. Update target appearance model of each candidate tracker if it is an appearance-adaptive tracker. 

end for

Fig. 5. Summary of the proposed tracking method.

Fig. 4. Illustration of the heuristic training data selection for optimal fusion.
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properties of our tracker are empirically evaluated by a group of
carefully designed experiments using different subsets of the
imperfect oracles, some of which may be rather incompetent, or

even malicious. The reason why these different subsets are chosen
is that we want to evaluate several issues of the proposed method.
Please see Sections 5.3–5.7 for further explanations. Before

Fig. 6. Qualitative comparison of our method, OBT, SSOBT, BSST, OMILT, CoTraining and CT on the twelve challenging video sequences. (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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describing the evaluation and analysis, we first introduce the
setting used in our experiments.

5.1. Experiment setting

In our experiments, we choose to track only the location for
simplicity and computational efficiency reasons. Thus, no scale
and rotation adaption are implemented. In any case, both can be
incorporated with slight modification of the proposed method. We
also do not use any motion model to predict the new position. The
centroid of the search window is the same as that of the previous
target bounding box. The processing speed depends on the size of
the search window which we have defined by enlarging the target
region by half of its size in each direction. In addition, multiple
imperfect oracles are parallelly implemented. Typically, the num-
ber of iterations taken to converge to the optimization of Q ðα; βÞ
(i.e., Eq. (4)) is less than 100 while the fusion time on our
computer is about 10 ms when we use the training data obtained
by using our selection scheme. Therefore, the running time of the
proposed tracking method is determined by the slowest tracker
since the fusion time is negligible and all trackers are run in
parallel. We have achieved the processing speed of 10 fps at the
resolution of 320� 240 pixels (the running time could be reduced
substantially by using multiple cores). The initial accuracy α0i of
each oracle is 1. The proposed method is implemented by using
Cþþ , on a machine with Intel Pentium Dual 2.0 GHz processor.

For performance evaluation, we compare the proposed method
against several state-of-the-art methods in visual tracking – FT
[18], OBT [14], SSOBT [21], BSST [22], OMILT [23], CoTraining [26],
CT [56], and ST [41]. For the first seven methods, we use the same
parameters as the authors have given on their websites [58–62]
for all of the experiments. ST is implemented by ourselves
according to [41]. In addition, to more clearly illustrate that we
can give proper labels to new samples for further tracker training,
we also implement the variations of the six methods (i.e., FT, OBT,
SSOBT, BSST, OMILT, ST) separately. More specifically, the variation
of each method updates itself with reliable labeled samples
obtained by the final fusing results. We refer to the variations of
the six trackers as FT_V, OBT_V, SSOBT_V, BSST_V, OMILT_V and
ST_V respectively.

We have tested the tracking methods by using a number of
challenging video sequences from the existing literature as well as
our own collection. Both qualitative and quantitative comparisons
are done to evaluate the involved tracking methods. The quanti-
tative performance is measured by the center location errors
(pixels) for each frame and the averaged center location errors
for the whole sequences. The ground truth is achieved by manu-
ally labeling all frames from the video sequences. Due to the space
limitation, we only show twelve challenging video sequences (see
Fig. 6) in this paper. The Bear sequence on the first row is taken

from the internet. It contains a running bear captured by a moving
camera. This sequence is challenging since it suffers from both
light and pose changes, and dramatic figure/ground appearance
pattern changes. The Back_Clutter sequence on the second row is
taken from [59]. This sequence contains a “Waldo” doll moving in
front of a background with very similar texture. Tracking the
“Waldo” doll is a very difficult visual tracking task. A tracking
method should neither track the needle to which the target object
is attached nor track an object in the background. The Airplane
sequence on the third row is a low quality surveillance video
captured by a PTZ camera watching a runway. The David_ Indoor
sequence on the fourth row is taken indoor and contains a person
moving from dark toward bright area with large illumination and
pose changes. The Person_Surf sequence on the fifth row contains a
surfer riding a wave. The turbulent wakes created by sweeping
wave and the surfer create significant challenges for tracking. The
Motor sequence on the sixth row contains a motorcycle moving
with large pose and lighting variation in a cluttered background.
The sequences on the next two rows are from [15]. The Two_Pe-
destrian sequence on the seventh row is captured with a moving
camera, which contains two walkers. This is a very difficult video
sequence for visual tracking due to dramatic figure/ground
appearance pattern changes in this sequence; The One_Pedestrian
sequence on the eighth row is a low resolution and low figure-
ground contrast surveillance video where the person's leg part has
similar color to the ground and the person's upper part is also
similar to the passing car's color. The Tiger sequence on the ninth
row is taken from [60]. This sequence suffers from frequent
occlusions, fast motion, pose and appearance changes. The Face
sequence on the tenth row is from [58], which suffers from partial
occlusions. The sequences on the last two rows are taken from
[59]: The Toy sequence on the eleventh row contains a toy which
should be tracked while moving behind a static object. A tracking
method should continuously track the object without being
affected by the static object; The Bottle sequence on the last row
contains a static bottle which is gradually occluded by another
moving bottle. A tracking method should not be affected by the
distracting bottle. A brief summary of the above-mentioned
challenging video sequences based on the types of specific track-
ing problems is listed in Table 1.

5.2. Comparison with other trackers

To show the advantage of the proposed method over the other
competing trackers, we perform a number of experiments using a
rich set of imperfect oracles consisting of OBT_V, SSOBT_V,
BSST_V, and OMILT_V. We report the results in this section.

According to Table 1, the used test sequences can be classified
into two categories based on if the sequences contain occlusions.

Table 1
Classification of the used test sequences based on the types of specific tracking problems.

Image sequence Moving camera Light changes Pose changes Scale changes Clutter Appearance changes Occlusion

Bear √ √ √ √ � √ �
Back_Clutter � � � � √ � �
Airplane √ √ √ √ √ √ �
David_Indoor √ √ √ √ � √ �
Person_Surf √ √ � � √ √ �
Motor √ � √ √ � √ �
Two_Pedestrian √ √ √ √ � √ �
One_Pedestrian � √ � √ √ � �
Tiger � √ √ √ � √ √
Face � � � � � � √
Toy � � � � � � √
Bottle � � � � � � √
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(1) The image sequences without occlusions contain the Bear,
Back_Clutter, Airplane, David_Indoor, Person_Surf, Motor, Two_Pe-
destrian and One_Pedestrian sequences. (2) The image sequences
with occlusions contain the Tiger, Face, Toy and Bottle sequences.

Fig. 6 shows the qualitative comparison results of the trackers,
i.e., our method (in red), the OBT (in magenta), SSOBT (in green),
BSST (in blue), OMILT (in yellow), CoTraining (in dark yellow), and
CT (in violet), on the twelve challenging video sequences.

Fig. 7. Qualitative comparison of our method, OBT_V, SSOBT_V, BSST_V and OMILT_V on the twelve challenging video sequences.
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Difficulties in the eight image sequences without occlusions
include non-rigid shape and appearance variations of the object,
pose changes, scale changes, illumination changes, cluttered
scenes, etc. These eight image sequences include both indoor
and outdoor scenes. As can be seen from Fig. 6, the proposed
method efficiently combines the proposal solutions provided by
multiple imperfect oracles (i.e., OBT_V, SSOBT_V, BSST_V, and
OMILT_V), and is able to obtain better results than any of the
comparison methods (i.e., OBT, SSOBT, BSST, OMILT, CoTraining,
and CT) for these eight image sequences without occlusions. The
competing methods either perform poorly in some cases (i.e., for
the Bear, Back_Clutter, Airplane, Person_Surf and Two_Pedestrian
sequences) or achieve comparable performance to our method
(i.e., for the David_Indoor,Motor and One_Pedestrian sequences). As
expected, the proposed method can avoid the pitfalls of purely
single tracking methods and get reliably labeled samples to
incrementally update each tracker (if it is an appearance-
adaptive tracker) to capture object appearance changes.

So far, we have only considered the image sequences without
occlusions. To illustrate the performance of our method for image
sequences with significant occlusions, we further evaluate the
proposed method by using four sequences including occlusions
(i.e., the Tiger, Face, Toy and Bottle sequences). Based on the
experimental results shown in Fig. 6, our method outperforms
the competing methods or achieves comparable performance to
that of the competing methods for handling occlusions. For these
sequences, our tracker could achieve similar results to those
obtained by the best imperfect oracle in each time step. For
example, for the Toy sequence shown in the eleventh row of
Fig. 6, it is obvious to see that our tracker (in red) can always
obtain similar results to those obtained by the best imperfect
oracles in frames #125, #178 and #239. Moreover, for the Tiger
sequence, the frequent occlusions continuously change in the
object's pose and quick variation in the foreground appearance
results in the early failure of the single imperfect oracle (i.e., OBT,
SSOBT, BSST, OMILT, CoTraining, and CT).

According to the overall results, the proposed method outper-
forms the competing methods because it considers visual tracking
in a weakly supervised learning scenario where (possibly noisy)
labels are provided by multiple imperfect oracles. By simulta-
neously inferring the most likely object position and the accuracy
of each imperfect oracle via the proposed probabilistic method, we
can obtain training data during tracking in a robust manner for
further tracker update. Therefore, the model drift problem is
alleviated in the proposed method. This is further verified in the
experiments on the four variations (i.e., OBT_V, SSOBT_V, BSST_V
and OMILT_V) of the competing trackers (i.e., OBT, SSOBT, BSST
and OMILT). As shown in Fig. 7, it is obvious that the four
variations outperform their corresponding trackers. Note that the
four variations are not independent trackers. They are merely
component trackers within our method which receive more
reliable samples from our method (see Section 5.1 for the
description).

The quantitative comparison results of the competing trackers
are listed in Table 2 and Fig. 8 respectively. As we can see, the
continuously changing background and quick variation in fore-
ground result in the failure of some imperfect oracles, e.g., the
OBT, SSOBT, BSST, OMILT, CoTraining and CT; while our method
can successfully track the targets for almost the full length of all
these sequences.

5.3. How many oracles?

Since the proposed method is an open framework in which any
tracking methods can be integrated and its success depends on the
availability of good proposal solutions, the following questions

arise: (1) How sensitive is our method to the number of oracles
and the robustness of a single imperfect oracle? (2) How difficult is
it to obtain a good set of imperfect oracles? To answer these two
questions, we calculate the tracker accuracies in different config-
urations of an oracle set. Instead of examining all the possible
combinations of trackers, we use a simple greedy heuristic, i.e.,
increase the oracles set by adding one oracle at a time. The
measurements are made for several image sequences. The results
for the Back_Clutter sequence are plotted in Fig. 9. Obviously, for
different combinations of multiple imperfect oracles, a good
combination can be chosen across a wide range of oracle sets.
Similar observations are made for all the other test sequences. This
property significantly eases the selection of a rich set of imperfect
oracles. Furthermore, the experiments have shown that a good set
of multiple oracles for a sequence usually performs well for other
sequences (please see Fig. 6).

5.4. Multiple imperfect oracles: whom to trust?

One big advantage of multiple oracle based tracking lies in that
the proposal solutions do not necessarily have to be good in the
whole tracking process in order to be “useful”. To verify this
advantage, we check the accuracies of the oracles over time for all
the test sequences and give a typical example in Fig. 10. In our
method, if one oracle gives correct tracking results in current
frame, then its accuracy is increased; otherwise, its accuracy is
decreased. As shown in Fig. 10, each oracle may contribute to a
particular time in the whole tracking process, if it contains
reasonable tracking results for that time.

5.5. Illustration of the fusion process

In this section, we show the fusion process through two
tracking examples and how the training samples are reliably
labeled to alleviate the tracker drift problem. In Fig. 11, we
visualize some representative image patches and their (possibly
noisy) labels (i.e., 0 or 1) that are provided by the multiple
imperfect oracles from the frame #189 in the David_Indoor
sequence and the frame #31 in the Person_Surf sequence respec-
tively. As expected, though the positive/negative ratio of an image
patch is 1:3 (see the fourth row in Fig. 11(a)) or 2:2 (see the second
row in Fig. 11(b)), we can get the most likely target samples for
further training. Meanwhile, these two case studies also show the
proposed method is robust to noisy (or adversarial) labeling and
the advantage of the weak supervised learning scheme over the
majority voting scheme for fusing the tracking results. For exam-
ple, the image patch on the fourth row in Fig. 11 (a) is labeled as
0 by OBT_V, SSOBT_V and OMILT_V. Only BSST_V labels it as 1.

Table 2
The average center location errors in pixels. The quantitative comparison results on
the twelve challenging sequences obtained by our method, the OBT, SSOBT, BSST,
OMILT, CoTraining and CT, respectively.

Image sequence OBT SSOBT BSST OMILT CoTraining CT Ours

Bear 76 75 63 85 72 37 18
Back_Clutter 89 94 111 101 6 35 3
Airplane 28 27 30 45 55 102 7
David_Indoor 16 24 15 18 23 17 11
Person_Surf 35 37 42 34 90 55 5
Motor 22 21 22 21 20 6 23
Two_Pedestrian 20 21 16 60 62 36 15
One_Pedestrian 4 4 4 5 43 3 5
Tiger 13 13 14 27 46 26 9
Face 2 2 3 2 8 9 7
Toy 4 6 3 45 5 41 5
Bottle 4 3 2 5 4 2 2
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Fig. 8. The position error curves for the twelve sequences.
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Fig. 9. The position error curves for different combinations of multiple imperfect oracles for the Back_Clutter sequence. The oracle set is increased in a sequential way.
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After fusion, we can still give the correct labeling (i.e., 1) to the
image patch.

5.6. Simulated dummy trackers

In the following experiments, we analyze the robustness of the
proposed method to dummy trackers which report random target
positions (i.e., very incompetent oracles). Specifically, we are
interested in several aspects of the method: Is the expertise of a
dummy tracker reduced as a function of time? What happens if
several such incompetent oracles are introduced?

We perform a number of experiments using imperfect oracles
(i.e., the OBT_V, SSOBT_V, BSST_V, and OMILT_V trackers) and
dummy trackers which report random target positions within the
search window. The measurements are made for several image
sequences. Due to randomness in our stimulation, the tracking
results are similar but not exactly the same for one particular
image sequence. The visualized stimulating results for the Bear
sequence are shown in Fig. 12, in which the red, magenta, green,
blue, yellow and darkgreen rectangles represent the tracking
results obtained by our tracker, OBT_V, SSOBT_V, BSST_V,
OMILT_V and the dummy tracker respectively. From the top row
to the bottom row in Fig. 12, the number of different combinations
of the dummy trackers is 1, 3, 5, 8 and 10 respectively.

We check the expertise of different combinations of the
dummy trackers over time and give the results in Fig. 13. As
expected, the expertise of most dummy trackers is reduced with
time for a variety of different combinations. In some time
instances, the expertise of a dummy tracker is increased with
time due to the dummy tracker reporting the correct target
positions in that period. This is in consistence with the fact that
our simulation of the dummy trackers is totally random. Overall,
the expertise of a dummy tracker is generally reduced with time
on the whole sequence. As shown in Fig. 14, the performance of
our method is robust to the dummy trackers. When the dummy
trackers are introduced, our method can evaluate online that some
trackers are purposely giving adversarial target positions and
automatically weaken their influence on inference.

In conclusion, the experiments using dummy trackers verify
that our method allow a large number of imperfect trackers and

even dummy trackers to cooperate to reach robust decisions by
simultaneously inferring the most likely object position and the
accuracy of each imperfect oracle.

5.7. Perturbations of the current solution

Finally, one requirement of the proposed method is that there
must exist at least one tracker that produces an accurate enough
suggestion, thus one would naturally ask for an experimental
evaluation of the limitations of the method. When does the
proposed method break down? What happens if, especially at
the beginning of the tracking process, a consensus is based on a
wrong solution? Will the proposed method recover, or may it drift
the solution far from the correct one?

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method under
these conditions, we perform a set of experiments in which the
tracking positions are artificially perturbed at the beginning of
tracking. More specifically, our experimental settings are as
follows: the proposed method uses the OBT_V, SSOBT_V, BSST_V,
and OMILT_V trackers. Consider the state of an object is repre-
sented by s¼ fx; yg, where x and y denote the horizontal and
vertical locations of the object respectively. The object of interest is
manually selected in the first frame. For the video frame at time t,
we first obtain a solution st ¼ fxt ; ytg that is estimated by our
method. Then, the current solution is artificially perturbed by
changing its state from st ¼ fxt ; ytg to st0 ¼ fxt�d; yt�dg, where d
denotes the bias to the correct location of the object. After the
perturbation of the current solution, we take the image patch of
the permuted position as a positive sample to update the target
appearance model for each imperfect tracker (i.e., OBT_V,
SSOBT_V, BSST_V, and OMILT_V) if it is an appearance-adaptive
tracker. The perturbation procedure continues for N frames. After
N frames, the tracking procedure continues without perturbation
until the end of video. We report the results on the Airplane
sequence in Figs. 15 and 16.

Fig. 15 shows the results of the perturbation and tracking.
Denote PM_d_N as a tracker in which the tracking positions are
artificially perturbed with d pixels at the first N frames for the
Airplane sequence. The quantitative comparison results of the
proposed tracker and PM_d_N are shown in Fig. 16. It can be seen
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Fig. 10. The evolving curves of the accuracies obtained by the OBT_V, SSOBT_V, BSST_V and OMILT_V for the Bear sequence.

Fig. 11. Illustration of the fusion process. Red indicates the highest probability belonging to positive sample. (a) Frame #189 from the David_Indoor sequence. (b) Frame #31
from the Person_Surf sequence. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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that the proposed tracker can still recover the correct positions
even in the case that the values of d and N are as large as 10.

Recall that one requirement of the proposed tracker is that
there must exist at least one tracker that produces an accurate
suggestion in a particular phase. Fig. 17 shows the position error
curves of the proposed tracker, PM_10_10, OBT_V_PM_10_10,
SSOBT_V_PM_10_10, BSST_V_PM_10_10 and OMILT_V_PM_10_10
for the Airplane sequences. PM_10_10 denotes a tracker in which
the tracking positions are artificially perturbed with 10 pixels at
the first 10 frames for the Airplane sequence. X_V_PM_10_10
denotes a tracker in which the tracker is updated according to
the training data obtained during the tracking process of
PM_10_10. As can be seen, at the beginning the proposed tracker
gradually drifts the solution from the correct one due to the
artificial perturbation. However, after the disturbing process (e.g.,
frame #30), SSOBT_V_PM_10_10 plays an important role in the
tracking, because it contains a fixed prior classifier, which can

successfully re-detect the object and continue tracking. When
more and more appearance changes occur (e.g., frame #90),
SSOBT_V_PM_10_10 is limited by the fact that they cannot
accommodate very large changes in appearance. At this phase,
the role of OMILT_V_PM_10_10 increases to provide better object/
background separation.

Qualitatively, there are two aspects of the oracle set that are
relevant to the success of the proposed tracker, i.e., the quality of
each individual oracle and the diversity between different oracles.
In our experiments, we have taken into account both aspects when
choosing the oracles set, and the proposed tracker works well
during the whole tracking process. Moreover, we have also
conducted a set of experiments in which the tracking positions
are artificially perturbed at the beginning of tracking. Fortunately,
we can still solve the perturbation problem under the proposed
tracking framework via weakly supervised learning from imperfect
oracles, and observe from the results that in such a case the

Fig. 12. Visualized illustration of the stimulating process of dummy trackers which yield random target positions on the Bear sequence. (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 13. The evolving curves obtained by using a variety of different combinations of dummy trackers for the Bear sequence. The number of different combinations of dummy
trackers is 1, 3, 5, 8 and 10 respectively.
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proposed tracker can still recover the correct positions within a
certain range of perturbation. If the assumptions on the quality of
each individual oracle and the diversity between different oracles
are invalid, the proposed method would break down.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we develop a novel visual tracking framework for
combining outputs of multiple trackers to improve tracking accuracy.

In the proposed framework, visual tracking is considered in the
setting of weakly supervised learning where (possibly noisy) labels
provided by multiple imperfect trackers can be efficiently used for
inference. To construct the proposed weakly supervised tracking
framework, we extend the GLAD model [6] to the task of visual
tracking and take advantage of sequential data for making real time
and accurate inference. An online evaluation strategy is developed to
incrementally update the accuracy of each tracker. Meanwhile, the
target appearance model of each candidate tracker is updated if it is
an appearance-adaptive tracker. We have shown that our tracker can

Fig. 14. The position error curves obtained by the proposed tracker and the proposed tracker combined with 1, 3, 5, 8 or 10 dummy trackers respectively for the Bear
sequences. As the number of dummy trackers increases, the performance of the proposed tracker is robust to the influence of these dummy trackers.

Fig. 15. Results of the perturbation and tracking. The values of the disturbing frame number N and the bias distance d are both varied from 5 to 20 (in increments of 5) from
the top row to the bottom row and from the left column to the right column respectively.

Fig. 16. The position error curves of the proposed tracker and PM_d_N for the Airplane sequence. PM_d_N denotes a tracker in which the tracking positions are artificially
permuted with d pixels at the first N frames for the Airplane sequence.
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work in a wide variety of scenarios, including appearance variations
of the object, pose changes, scale changes, illumination changes,
cluttered scenes and occlusion. Moreover, extensive experimental
results show that the proposed method can obtain more accurate
data labels or results than a single tracker. Furthermore, the proposed
method is robust to noisy labeling (i.e., dummy trackers) by online
evaluation of the trackers. The estimated accuracy of a tracker is
shown to be a reliable confidence measure that can be used to infer
in the GLADmodel to make the inference more accurate and improve
the noisy labeling. The proposed method is also demonstrated to be
tolerant to some perturbations of the correct solution. In summary,
we propose a scalable and off-the-shelf tracking framework, inwhich
the advantages of multiple complementary trackers can be seam-
lessly combined to achieve robust tracking results by simultaneously
inferring both the most likely object position and the accuracy of
each tracker in the absence of ground truth, which is usually the case
in real-world tracking applications.

From the promising results obtained by the proposed method,
we expect that weakly supervised learning from multiple imper-
fect oracles can lead to competitive solutions to a large variety of
problems in computer vision and pattern recognition.

7. Future work

Next, we would like to discuss several general issues to improve
our weakly supervised learning-based tracking framework.

(1) One direction for future research is to generate the conditional
probability of interest (i.e., Eq. (1)) by using more effective
methods. Now, we adopt Eq. (1) as the modeling strategy
because it has the intuitive meaning of the relationship
between the conditional probability and the expertise of a
tracker (or the labeling difficulty of an image).

(2) Another possible direction is to extend the proposed method
to take into account trackers whose outputs are confidence
values or probabilistic density functions. One strategy is that
we could straightforwardly incorporate these values into the
formula of image patch difficulty.

(3) The third potentially idea is to generate online candidate
trackers by taking into account the current solution and its
“difficult” parts (like Adaboost, in which next weak classifier is
picked by observing where the current strong classifier fails to
make good prediction). The open issues are that how to define
the meaning of a “difficult” part, and how to ensure that there
is enough diversity in the candidate trackers.

(4) The fourth possible direction is to adopt a CRF model to consider
both affinities and dependencies among the trackers to improve
the learning of important dependencies among oracles.
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